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ABSTRACT
With the advent of extremely high speed Ethernet interfaces the number of interrupts the NIC receives is enormously high. To overcome this kind of problem NAPI mixes interrupts with polling and gives higher performance under high traffic load than the old approach, by reducing significantly the load on the CPU. NAPI is a technique to improve network performance on Linux. In this paper, the design of network device driver includes with NAPI implementation in Linux operating system based on ARM920T processor is implemented on the S3C2410-S development platform made in Beijing universal pioneering technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the many advantages of free operating systems, as typified by Linux, is that their internals are open for all to view. The Linux kernel remains a large and complex body of code. Often, device drivers provide that gateway. Network interface must register itself within specific kernel data structures in order to be invoked when packets are exchanged with the outside world by receiving packets asynchronously and has no such entry point in the /dev directory like block drivers. Network drivers also have to be prepared to support setting addresses, modifying transmission parameters, and maintaining traffic. The processor is interrupted for every packet received by your interface. In many cases, that is the desired Mode of operation, and it is not a problem. High-bandwidth interfaces, however, can receive thousands of packets per second. With that sort of interrupt load, the overall performance of the system can suffer. As a way of improving the performance of Linux on high-end systems, the networking subsystem need an alternative interface (called NAPI) based on polling.

II. INTRODUCTION OF LINUX DEVICE DRIVER
In computing, a device driver is a computer program allowing higher-level computer programs to interact with a hardware device. A driver communicates with the device through the computer bus or Communications subsystem to which the hardware connects to the device. Once the device sends data back to the driver, the interrupt Handling required for any necessary asynchronous time-Dependent. Hardware interface. Typically Device drivers categorized into three types Depends upon the entry point in the /dev directory and also the Type of Data transfer.
1. Character device driver:
2. Block device driver
3. Network device driver
Character device driver having an entry point in the /dev directory. And also it can transfer one character at a time synchronously. Block device driver having an entry point in the /dev directory. And also it can transfer one character at a time synchronously. Network Device Driver has no such entry point. The normal file operations (read, write, and so on) do not make sense when applied to network interfaces, so it is not possible to apply the UNIX “everything is a file” approach to them.
Thus, network interfaces exist in their own namespace and export a different set of operations. Although you may object that applications use the read and write system calls when using sockets, those calls act on software object that is distinct from the interface. Several hundred sockets can be multiplexed on the same physical interface. Any network transaction is made through an interface, that is, a device that is able to exchange data with other hosts. Usually, an interface is a hardware device, but it might also be a pure software device, like the loopback interface. A network interface is in charge of sending and receiving data packets, driven by the network subsystem of the kernel, without knowing how individual transactions map to the actual packets being transmitted. Many network connections (especially those using TCP) are stream-oriented, but network devices are, usually, designed around the transmission and receipt of packets. A network driver knows nothing about individual connections; it only handles packets. Not being a stream-oriented device, a network interface isn’t easily mapped to a node in the file system, as /dev/tty1 is. The UNIX way to provide access to interfaces is still by assigning a unique name to them (such as eth0). Communication between the kernel and a network device driver is completely different from that used with char and block drivers. Instead of read and write, the kernel calls functions related to packet transmission. Network device receive data is achieved through interrupts. Upon receiving the information, an interrupt is generated, the driver will apply a sk_buff (skb) in interrupt handler, and the data read from hardware is placed to applied buffer. A straightforward method of implementing a network driver is to interrupt the kernel by issuing an interrupt request (IRQ) for each and every incoming packet. However, servicing IRQs is costly in terms of processor resources and time. Therefore the straightforward implementation can be very inefficient in high-speed networks, constantly interrupting the kernel with the thousands of packets per second. Overall performance of the system as well as network throughput can suffer as a result. Polling is an alternative to interrupt-based processing. The kernel can periodically check for the arrival of incoming network packets without being interrupted, which eliminates the overhead of interrupt processing. Establishing an optimal polling frequency is important, however. Too frequent polling wastes CPU resources by repeatedly checking for incoming packets that have not yet arrived. On the other hand, polling too infrequently introduces latency by reducing system reactivity to incoming packets, and it may result in the loss of packets if the incoming packet buffer fills up before being processed.

IV. ETHERNET CONTROLLER CHIP e1000

Provide too many feature to reduce kernel’s work like Link auto-negotiation, Filters IP addresses, Compute IP packets’ checksum, Tries to limit the number of interrupts, Provide effective shutdown method (a.k.a. Packet of Death). Full customization of LEDs’ blinking!

V. NAPI ("New API"):

NAPI is a modification to the device driver packet processing framework, which is designed to improve the performance of high-speed networking. NAPI works through:

VI. INTERRUPT MITIGATION

High-speed networking can create thousands of interrupts per second, all of which tell the system something it already knew: it has lots of packets to process. NAPI allows drivers to run with (some) interrupts disabled during times of high traffic, with a corresponding decrease in system load.

VII. PACKET THROTTLING

When the system is overwhelmed and must drop packets, it’s better if those packets are disposed of before much effort goes into processing them. NAPI-compliant drivers can often cause packets to be dropped in the network adaptor itself, before the kernel sees them at all.

VIII. ADVANTAGES OF USING NAPI

The load induced by interrupts is reduced even though the kernel has to poll. Packets are less likely to be re-ordered, while out of order packet handling might be a bottleneck otherwise. In case the kernel is unable to handle all incoming packets, the kernel does not have to do any work in order to drop them; they are simply overwritten in the network card’s incoming ring buffer. Without NAPI, the kernel has to handle every incoming packet regardless of...
whether there is time to service it, which leads to thrashing.

IX. A DRIVER USING THE NAPI INTERFACE WILL WORK AS FOLLOWS:

Packet receive interrupts are disabled; the driver provides a poll method to the kernel. That method will fetch all incoming packets available, on the network card or a DMA ring, so that they will then be handled by the kernel. When allowed to, the kernel calls the device poll method to possibly handle many packets at once.

X. PERFORMANCE UNDER HIGH PACKET LOAD

NAPI provides an “inherent mitigation” which is bound by system capacity as can be seen from the following data collected by Robert Olsson’s tests on Gigabit ethernet (e1000).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psize</th>
<th>Ipps</th>
<th>Tput</th>
<th>Rxint</th>
<th>Txint</th>
<th>Done</th>
<th>Ndon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>89000</td>
<td>409362</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2762</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>75815</td>
<td>464364</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9301</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>44563</td>
<td>774646</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>23266</td>
<td>994445</td>
<td>24129</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>11906</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>87251</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440</td>
<td>85193</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>94657</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observe that when the NIC receives 890K packets/sec only 17 rx interrupts are generated. The system can’t handle the processing at 1 interrupt/packet at that load level. At lower rates on the other hand, rx interrupts go up and therefore the interrupt/packet ratio goes up (as observable from that table). So there is possibility that under low enough input, you get one poll call for each input packet caused by a single interrupt each time. And if the system can’t handle interrupt per packet ratio of 1, then it will just have to chug along

XI. CONCLUSION

Normally Now a Days Speed is the most important criteria. In order to meet that we need to use Gigabyte Ethernet controller .Ethernet controller chip having more and more throughput .in order to provide that much throughput Network driver module needs NAPIApi
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